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Debate

On disagreeing with my critics

John Saul
johnsaul@yorku.ca

For the session where my own talk, included above, was featured at the
University of Johannesburg (in August 2015), the organisers had invited
two old stalwarts of the ANC, Albie Sachs, author, activist and, until
recently, a judge on South Africa’s Constitutional Court, and Ben Turok,
also a South African author, activist and, since liberation, a vocal ANC MP
(although recently retired from this post) in parliament, to be discussants.

In Johannesburg
As it happens I know both of them well from exile days, Ben during the period
(the 1960s) when he was a Tanzanian government land surveyor1 and I was
a lecturer at the university in Dar es Salaam and Albie from the period when
(during the 1980s) we were both teaching at the University of Eduardo
Mondlane in Maputo, Mozambique.

Let me say something more to further set the recent scene in Jo’burg,
however. For, as is well known, both Albie and Ben are long-serving and
loyal members of the ANC while I, for my part, was presenting the paper at
UJ [the University of Johannesburg] sharply critical of what I took to be the
ANC’s slavish adherence to the line of global neo-liberalism since the fall
of apartheid; the ANC’s easy countenancing of a growing economic disparity
between the few rich (albeit of increasingly diverse racial backgrounds) and
vast numbers of poor in SA; and the way that, as both a movement and a
party, the ANC had consistently undermined any attempts at genuine,
relatively autonomous, and democratic political practices from below, even
before 1994 but, markedly, after coming to power in that year as well.

Of course, I wasn’t too surprised that both Albie and Ben were themselves
critical of my paper – although they were so in their own quite different
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styles. More importantly, however, both commented in ways that I felt
largely dodged my main line of argument. Albie, on the one hand, politely
chose to hark back to a rather romantic evocation of the ANC’s role in the
liberation struggle itself while also sticking pretty firmly to the rehearsing
of important, albeit often quite formal, constitutional achievements, rather
than exploring, as my paper has invited him to do, the apparent weaknesses
and elite-serving nature of the government’s overall political and economic
policies. I should also add here that, while he has been unable to submit a
follow-up text thinking through the substance of the UJ event, I thank him
for his engagement in the seminar.

Meanwhile Ben, though quick to attack me personally (and rather
caustically so), also primarily harked back to the highly principled political
practices of the Tambos and Kotanes during the glory days of struggle.
Indeed, when I called Ben’s bluff in the subsequent round of discussion on
the economic dimensions of the ANC practices once in power he actually
seemed to agree with much of the detail of what I had said, stating that he
himself had recently retired from his parliamentary seat (although not from
his ANC membership) for many of the same reasons.

Not surprisingly, a further focus of discussion rose out of another general
comment of mine in response to Albie and Ben’s comments. I suggested that
they were primarily speaking with voices from the past ... looking at things
going forward from the old days of apartheid and measuring achievements
solely in terms of the overcoming of racial inequities. While, I said, I could
not disagree that this kind of progress was indeed real, I felt it appropriate
to note that if they were, in addition, to view earlier practices and choices
in light of the way things has actually turned out – beginning with the dismal
situation of the present in terms of the vast class differences that continue
to grow and with the extreme ‘poverty gap’ within the country as the chief
point of reference – they would be forced to ask much more searching
questions of the past. Then, I suggested, they would find themselves forced
into articulating in a much less comfortable kind of analysis!

The reaction of the large (at least 300 persons came to UJ for the event)
audience in attendance – largely very much younger than the three of us on
the panel – was also revealing to me and, I sensed, rather startling for both
Albie and Ben. For, judging by the audience’s response, as measured both
by their comments from the floor (including two particularly strong
interventions by Salim Vally and Trevor Ngwane) and their applause, it
seemed largely accepting of my critical analysis and somewhat intolerant –
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if largely respectful (because of their struggle credentials) – of those from
my two discussants.2

Things they are a-changing, I thought to myself. For I had caught the
same whiff of general discontent when I spoke elsewhere, not only at the
Book Fair but at both the University of the Witwatersrand and Khanya
College in Jo’burg. Those of us who have counselled the need for a new/next
liberation struggle in South Africa will have, I felt, to keep our ears close to
the ground and be prepared to renew our support for those who seek South
Africa’s more genuine liberation as it becomes, in due course, ever more
possible and likely for them to do so. And we will have, as well, to keep our
eyes firmly fixed on the activities of global corporations (including those
based in Canada) that once again are profiting from and reinforcing social
inequality in SA ... and also those of our government which seems content
to follow in former Canadian prime minister Brian Mulroney’s earlier unseemly
footsteps – and, for that matter, Pierre Trudeau’s earlier but equally unseemly
ones.3

Turok in print
As I also noted above, Turok actually has been kind enough to write a brief
but more developed version of his comments which has been reproduced for
this issue of Transformation, one focused on the UJ workshop. Upon
hearing of this, I wondered just which Ben Turok was going to now show up
in print in the article so submitted, this because, in addition to celebrating
the ANC’s passage into power, Ben had also been startlingly critical, in a
recent book, of both his party and the path it had chosen to take. For he felt
driven there – as I also quoted him in my own essay that anchors this
symposium – to ‘the irresistible conclusion ... that the ANC government has
lost a great deal of its earlier focus on the fundamental transformation of the
inherited social system’ and to the further assertion that ‘much depends on
whether enough momentum can be built to overcome the caution that has
marked the ANC government since 1994. This in turn depends on whether
the determination to achieve an equitable society can be revived’ (Turok
2008:263-5). Unfortunately, however, there is not nearly enough of this latter
kind of reflection in his present Transformation note.

True, he himself recalls ‘a meeting of the ANC branch in London where
we were briefed on a proposed bill of rights for the Constitutional Guideline
document. The omission of socioeconomic rights was obvious – such “a
downplay of economic issues [being] in stark contradiction to the ANC’s
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1969 Morogoro Consultative Conference view that the broad purpose of the
struggle was the complete political and economic emancipation of our
people”’. Even more serious, he suggests, is the fact that

Evidence is accumulating that in the early discussions between Mbeki
and people like Willie Esterhuyse, who was clearly flying kites for the
ruling class, an economic transition was not on the agenda. The position
seems to have persisted even at the Convention for a Democratic South
Africa (Codesa) negotiating forum, where the property and sunset
clauses were a guarantee against radical economic measures.

As he then asks, ‘So why did the ANC soft-pedal economic issues during
the transition period?’ A good question but his answer, although several-fold,
is a limited one. First of all, he says, the ‘ANC in exile was far from an elite’.
But of course Fanon never said the new elites of northern Africa were an
‘elite’ in advance of their taking power, just that they quickly became one
as the realities of having power, and the personal opportunities springing
there from, were laid before them and as global capitalism continued to
seduce them. Nor can one, as Turok quite properly writes, ignore the many
dangers (of violence and intimidation) coming from the right during the
transition per se.

But what of this seduction by capital that was going on simultaneously?
For there is certainly pretty firm evidence of this factor during the transition
period itself – beginning from the mid-1980s – and, even more dramatically,
from 1990 and into the post-apartheid period: the new government was
forced to acquiesce in the Washington consensus on macroeconomic policy
when it implemented the controversial Growth, Employment and
Redistribution (Gear) programme in 1996. ‘“Financial prudence” became the
watchword of Treasury policy, and has remained so ever since’, writes
Turok. But was the new ANC government simply ‘forced’ to acquiesce? For
‘forced’ is the key word to be scrutinised here. In fact, we might more
appropriately ask, is it not the case that the ANC leadership had chosen,
quite enthusiastically and from fairly early on, to play the new game that was
emerging precisely on the terrain of global capital-logic? After all, Mbeki and
others) had been negotiating so vigorously from the days of exile to enter
upon this very terrain. In short, ‘Was the negotiated political transition a
sell-out by an intermediary elite?’ (as Turok phrases the position of those
with whom he disagrees). This may not be the best and most exact way to
put such a question, of course, but is it really so ‘ungenerous’ (to use
Turok’s word) to answer such a question with a guarded ‘yes’, as Fanon and
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others had done with respect to other African settings? In any case, this is,
at the very least, a question worth discussing ... as historians of South Africa
will be doing for a good long time, I suspect.

Ben has, of course, another story to tell. Again, with respect, I must say
something which applies both to this brief text but even more forcibly to his
UJ intervention: that is his conclusion that myself and others rely much too
exclusively upon ‘anecdotal views’ (albeit, insofar as such views are part of
my argument, it bears noting that these are the views of such noted
participant observers as Chris Hani, Jay Naidoo, Pallo Jordan, Sampie
Terreblanche, Steve Biko, Rusty Bernstein and Ronnie Kasrils) that ‘should
be located in historical fact to test their merit’. For starters this is obviously
a batting order of quite considerable mere ‘anecdotalists’. Moreover, I was
myself in Jo’burg to mark, at the South Africa Book Fair, the launch of my
own quite detailed history of South Africa. And there are proofs a-plenty
proposed, and firm locations in ‘historical fact’, in this and other of my recent
books. Or, I might add, if you would like further to test the argument’s merit,
just look around you and see!

Needless to say, there is also self-evidently something ‘real’ and positive
to discuss in the transition: I had acknowledged as much throughout my
paper – despite the fact, a fact Ben picks up on, that my UJ paper was
originally entitled ‘The struggle for South Africa’s liberation: success or
failure’. But I could as easily have written the title as ‘Success and failure’.
True, I do have a sense, in light of South Africa’s current situation, that one
would not be wrong to see rather more failure than success in much that has
characterised the transition from apartheid to the present. But, as stated
above, that debate on this question must continue.

Enter Freund
Another friend from over the years, Bill Freund (who was not, it should be
noted, a participant on the panel at UJ) is not quite so friendly in his review
of my career in his own essay here (above), an essay both on my work and
on South Africa’s post-liberation trajectory. But this is perhaps primarily a
matter of our being at opposite ends of the spectrum in our interpretations
of this latter trajectory. Thus, as seen above, my emphasis is on a Fanonist/
Cabralist (and even, in a complicated manner outlined in my own talk at UJ,
a Bikoist) reading of this process as being, primarily, the slow but certain
acceptance by the ANC leadership of capital’s proposal that they enter upon
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a joint and shared project of creating, post-apartheid, a formally democratic
but deeply neo-liberal capitalist order.

Freund, on the other hand and while never a card-carrying ANC loyalist
seems, on ‘realistic’ grounds, to be drawn towards sounding very much like
an echo of Mbeki himself, emphasising, apparently supportively, how
Mbeki, Max Sisulu, Tito Mboweni and even Oliver Tambo were ‘increasingly
convinced [in exile] that the ANC in power [would have to] find its place
within the broad trends of capitalism developing globally’ (Freund 2013).
Perhaps it was, as Freund comments, a little ‘startling how little orientation
or expertise ... was [shown by the ANC] in the direction of coherent social
democratic policies appropriate to the particular circumstances of South
Africa’. But Freund is quick to add that, while ‘Mbeki and Mboweni were
important players, Nelson Mandela himself, easily converted to the need to
work with dominant global forces and with South African business (notably
through the influence of Harry Oppenheimer whom he systematically
consulted), was hardly innocent in this regard’ (above). To Freund, however,
this is a pretty unremarkable, even welcome, development. Nor is he surprised
that ‘figures we might identify as left-wing such as SACP stalwart Chris Hani,
Pallo Jordan and Ben Turok played little role in hammering out an approach
to the future economic development of the country; their opinions were not
consulted’.

True, Freund does manage to throw in just enough barbed comments
about the powers that be to leaven the loaf somewhat. But his own starting
point is quite clear, and it is profoundly Mbekiist. Note the point in his essay
when he slates me for ‘proposing an overly voluntarist and political response’
in which ‘too much freedom [is] assumed for the political sphere by itself to
power an economic transformation within a capitalist economy’. We will
continue to discuss this below, but why, to explore this quote a bit further
here, the phrase ‘within a capitalist economy’. For surely the whole point
would be that an initial commitment to change that capitalist economy to
something better and more appropriate would be the place to begin! Small
wonder, though, that it is on this basis that Freund himself forges ahead with
his own preference for an ‘interrogation of economic possibilities and
choices within capitalism’ (emphasis added). But again: why this emphasis?

And is ‘class struggle’, on which, in sharp contrast to Freund, I do place
quite a bit of emphasis, a self-evidently ‘voluntarist’ trope anyway? In fact,
it is difficult to think of any kind of presumed political agency that is more
structurally and ineluctably ‘determined’. Of course, there is will, at least as
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much as inevitability, in all of this: I’m not so naïve as to think that ‘the
people’ will someday arise as one and proceed to shape a brighter future for
us all. No, leadership will be required and much open, democratic debate in
order to encourage people to further shape and focus their thoughts on just
what that future might possibly look like. But this will have to be responsive,
democratic leadership, and certainly not ‘vanguardist leadership’. Compare
this, though, to another of Freund’s remarks on related issues, one that is
particularly instructive, his statement that ‘compared to John S Saul, I place
less faith in initiatives from below [read: class and popular struggle] and in
so-called people-centred development’. Indeed it is this question of possible
‘agency’ that constitutes one of the biggest differences between us.

For Freund, to my mind, finds himself in his writing wandering the
corridors of power, trying to take the pulse of various elites as they circulate
above us. Small wonder, then, that various of the issues that I have tried to
raise – such as, for example, the precise rhyme and reason for the self-
immolation, as encouraged by the ANC, of the UDF in the early nineties, are
ignored and that no interest whatsoever is shown in the conclusions of such
informants as veteran ANC/SACP stalwart Rusty Bernstein, in his letter that
I published several years ago in the pages of Transformation itself and also
quoted at length in my UJ paper, above (Bernstein 2007).

Of course, if such ‘elites’ are not the whole story of on-going class
struggle and political contestation, they – with a considerable range of
‘voluntarist’ albeit right-wing, activities of their own to their credit – are
clearly significant players within the overall politico-economic equation. For
isn’t it precisely the self-conscious passing over of progressive choices by
ANC elites, and the related choice not to help further to build a vibrant social
base for genuine change, that has served to underwrite the party’s actually-
chosen policy options ever since? Bond, in his chapters in our jointly-
crafted book on South Africa’s past, present and future, spells this point out
quite forcefully but he also covers much the same points, with precise and
specific reference to Freund’s approach to such matters, in a probing article
for Politikon several years ago (Bond 2007).

And why, we must ask ourselves, has this falling away from various left-
promises of a now out-dated ANC-of-the-past occurred? I have puzzled this
out in my chapter 2 in the Bond and Saul volume cited above and can
therefore again refer readers to that source. And this is also one of the
reasons for my further alluding to Rusty Bernstein’s letter here. What are we
to make of Thabo Mbeki’s extensive pre-negotiations and meeting of minds
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with capital from the mid-eighties? What of the ANC-sponsored winding
down of the UDF in the early nineties and the co-optation of COSATU? What
of South Africa’s sub-imperial role, particularly in the southern part of the
continent, since its own ‘liberation’? What of the whole grim tale from the
acceptance of the apartheid debt, through GEAR, and on to Marikana? For
all these developments have served, in Bernstein’s words, to ‘impoverish
the soil in which ideas leaning towards socialist solutions once flourished
and allowed the weed of “free market” ideology to take hold’. Why, then, no
real discussion of this kind of alternative perspective on things from Freund,
for it is, as noted, a perspective eloquently echoed by such respected
worthies as Ronnie Kasrils, Sampie Terreblanche, Trevor Ngwane, Vishwas
Satgar and many others (Saul 2011, 2014).4

In fact, this is the main ‘catch’ with Freund’s way of presenting things.
For it takes us back to the issue of ‘agency’, an issue Freund would like to
eschew, especially since it conjures up the realities of class – of domestic
classes (thus further empowering both (some) blacks and some whites who
stand to profit from the blighted trajectory described by Bernstein) and
those, the many, the underclasses, who merely continue to lose out. No,
Freund is instead inclined to fall back, as are many others of his ilk, on the
image of a intrepid band of erstwhile ANC freedom fighters now in power who
face the complexities of both a modern economy and a powerful globalising
and neo-liberal-centred global environment. And who do so in the context
of a unipolar world ... with the point of reference and support previously
supplied by, say, the Soviet Union and the ‘Communist World’ now gone.

And rather than looking to Marikana for a key to the ‘real’ South Africa
he looks to the would-be capitalist miracles of a Malaya or some other
Eastern redoubt of economic, if not political, hope and promise; here, he
suggests, is the route that our ANC elite are even now planning to follow.
Leave aside the fact that, under African circumstances, such a (predicted,
if unlikely) transformation of productive capacity via the elite route would
involve the nation further in an abandonment of shared collective purpose
(of the sort known in anti-apartheid days) and in favour of a world of
possessive individualism and willed selfishness. Yet Freund is not concerned
about such things. Instead, as suggested below, he even argues that the
masses may well, in the long run, benefit too!

To repeat, for Freund there are not many of such questions worth
bothering about. Instead he displays a rather hectoring tone when invited
to deal with them. Take his remark on Marikana, many of us seen by him to
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be left ‘simply shaking [our] heads’ about the immorality of the killing of the
miners at Marikana in 2013 by the South African police. This, rather than
grasping, as we should, the wisdom inherent in existing Asian models of the
‘developmental states’ states which, he suggests, ‘require institutions
behind which sits ... an elite, pretty much able to pursue major policy thrusts
without interruption from below’. For these are the kinds of ‘lessons that will
have to be learnt by any new formation today’! Or take, as another example,
Freund’s rather too comfortable apparent acceptance of the fact that
‘despite the commentary of Saul [and] Bond as well, as [that] of Peter
Alexander and his team, Marikana has not proven a turning point... The
essential ties that bind the masses to the ANC have been loosened a bit but
not cut’.

Freund almost certainly overstates the extent of Marikana’s disappearance
from South Africa’s active historical memory – it remains a strong factor in
driving the independent course (‘against the Tripartite Alliance, towards the
Democratic Front’) that NUMSA and others have since taken, for example.
Here, in fact, one might at least hope to see Freund doing a little head-shaking
of his own at the brutal nature of such a tragedy ... rather than implying that
it is merely one of those virtually inevitable prices that must be paid for the
otherwise benign workings of the developmental state. But, of course, he can
also offer us the promise that, ‘in some cases, democracy [will follow] in the
wake of economic success’.

What we need then is, he claims, ‘a different way of considering success’
... and some of us just can’t be expected to keep up, myself for one it would
seem. Or so I read the implication of some apparently quite gracious
compliments (in his footnote 3) about my ‘wide-ranging’ work – 40 years ago!
– on Tanzania as being my ‘most grounded and challenging’. But don’t such
comments serve primarily to bracket off my more recent 40 years worth of
writing as of not being of comparable merit or probity, as being just too ill-
informed and naïve about the ‘lessons that will have to be learnt by any new
formation today’. And here I was thinking I had learned a thing or two in all
those years since, years of examining Zimbabwe, Mozambique, Angola,
Namibia and, not least, South Africa itself. Of course, and notoriously, one’s
ego is not necessarily the best point from which to judge of the worth of one’s
own work; nevertheless.... As for Freund it is, in the end, ‘state capitalism’
not genuinely democratic socialism that he opts for. Tant pis.

* * *
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A dialogue of the deaf then? In part, no doubt. But a dialogue – about the
nature of South Africa’s transition away from apartheid and towards ... just
what (a capitalist success story? a novel sort of subordination within the
global Empire of Capital? socialism? barbarism?) – that must occur more fully
and openly than it has so far ... and it must do so amongst an ever widening
circle of South Africans. This kind of vital empowerment was at work,
modestly but usefully, at UJ, I would judge. And it is on display in this issue
of Transformation. Of course Ben Turok does address, in his piece, the
Achilles heel of left thinking, viz.

The ANC has been in power for two decades and is still the dominant
force in the country. It controls parliament, the cabinet, the public
service, the army and police, state-owned enterprises and many other
institutions. I find Saul’s formulation of a political choice between ‘a
failed nationalism’ and ‘the working class and the poor’ unsatisfactory,
but there is undoubtedly an urgent need to address the question of
change.

As we know, however, there are other voices on the left in South Africa
and they are trying to find new ways to be heard. But let’s end here with
Turok’s last sentence, above: there is ‘an urgent need to address the
question of change’. Fair enough: in sum, the discussion, the struggle,
continues.

Notes
1. Thus Ben Turok writes of his Dar days that there ‘the university had attracted

some of the best Africanist scholars on the continent and there was a group of
radicals who were extremely active intellectually. There were endless seminars,
conferences and meetings. John Saul and Giovanni Arrighi were among our best
friends and both were leaders in the radical intellectual life at the university’.

2. It is not difficult, in retrospect, to see here in embryo the kind of student cadre
that stoked the dramatic student demonstrations and strikes that rocked South
African universities – and the country’s elite – in the latter part of 2015. Indeed,
while we ‘whities’ on the panel set the seminar’s agenda the lively discussion
from the floor that ensued was driven by the sharp questions and comments of
such a cadre of student proto-militants.

3. See, on this subject, my new book: Saul (2015). Note, however, that despite his
actual record Mulroney was last year awarded – the first Canadian to have been
so honoured – the ‘Order of the Companions of O.R. Tambo’, an award that
acknowledges foreign leaders and citizens for ‘friendship shown to South
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Africa’. This was given to Mulroney for what the present South African
government calls an exceptional contribution to the liberation movement of
South Africa. A more startling sign of the South African government’s opportunist
reading of the history of its own country’s ‘liberation by recolonization’ would
be difficult to find.

4. For an idea as to my own theoretical starting-point on such questions see Saul,
2011, ch. 5 and the various essays in A Flawed Freedom: rethinking Southern
African Liberation (2014).
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